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ABOUT US

T

he Institute for Social Transformation (IST)
is a non-governmental organization that
promotes a more just and inclusive approach
to development in Eastern Africa. Our work is based
on the philosophy of Paulo Freire, the philosopher
best known for his influential work, Pedagogy of
the Oppressed.
The essence of the approach centres on the ability
of groups and individuals to read their reality from
the perspective of the root causes of their problems
and then take control to change their lives for the
better.
In pursuit of this objective, IST uses the worldrenowned Training for Transformation methodology
as a key tool to energize a new quality of leadership

Vision

A Society where People
Value and Enjoy Socio
Economic and Gender
Justice

IST strives to develop
the capacity of women
Mission and youth to champion
gender justice and equality,
transformational leadership
and learning through capacity building,
innovation and advocacy.

Goal
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To Support People to Take
Action that will transform
their Situations through
Questioning the Status Quo
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that is committed to the people, their rights and the
transformation of their conditions. Since working
with Oxfam, IST has added the powerful Gender
Action Learning Systems (GALS) methodology to its
repertoire of tools to help families analyze and plan
their future through a process of visioning.
We have so far, supported 40 women from Uganda
for the Advanced Training for Transformation
Diploma course in South Africa. These women
are now applying this methodology to the many
organizations where they work.
Our thematic focus areas are Transformational
Leadership Development, Gender Mainstreaming,
Economic Empowerment, Policy and Research.

INNOVATION

TEAMWORK

INTEGRITY

EQUALITY

PROFESSIONALISM

LETTER FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
I am delighted to introduce our IST
newsletter! The months are going by
so quickly and it is hard to notice that
we are already half way through 2019!
In this issue, we continue to give updates about our
engagement with the market women. This time,
something exciting has come up. Kalerwe market women
stood up to demand to be heard. In April, the leaders
of the market touched and went against what is dear in
life to the women. An order was passed forcing nursing
mothers to vacate the market if not given the choice to
abandon their children at home. Collective action of the
women had this reversed. This is what voice and power
is about.
With the development of the Market Garden App, IST
has expanded to two more markets of Ntinda and Lacor
in Kampala and Gulu respectively. With the increased
efforts to increase market access by market women, we
bring you stories on women who are breaking barriers to
prosper in business.
Korea has spread its wings to Uganda through a project on
Cooperative formation for market women entrepreneurs.
The Executive Director of Korea Hope Foundation visited
and shared experiences with market women from Nakawa
and Kalerwe markets.
IST has come up with a strategy to hold male conversation
circles within markets. These efforts are geared towards
achieving gender equality by having gender progressive
men.
As a sustainability plan, IST is encouraging peer to peer
training among the market women entrepreneurs.

We share with you the experience of the peer to
peer trainers and how they are changing the lives of
other market women by sharing their knowledge and
experiences.
IST moved to a new location! We are excited about this
new landmark in our history. Find out more about our
location in this issue.

We thank you for the support !
My Market, My workplace, Our Voice Count !

Rita Atukwasa
Executive Director

APPRECIATION

EDITORIAL TEAM

IST appreciates all its partners and all
others who made this work possible;
UN Women, African Women’s
Development Fund-AWDF and
Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung (FES).

Rita Atukwasa
Executive Director
Patience Kemigisha
Communications Officer
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The market women’s efforts and
attempts to remain working in the
market with their children were
yielding slow results and it was at
this point that they called upon IST
to intervene. With the guidance and
counsel of Ms. Rita Atukwasa the
Executive Director, interventions
with the market leaders were
carried out. Mainstream media got
involved and the market leaders
put the issue to bed.
Nakato said, “I have raised all my
three children from the market. I
was able to do my work peacefully
One of the market women who defied
because I used to come with my
the order talks to the media
children here. If the market leaders ban children
from the market, we do not know what to do. We
cannot afford maids because most of us are single
aisy Nakato has sold small fish mothers who struggle to take care of our families.”
commonly known as “mukene” Nakato noted sadly.
in Kalerwe Market for about a
decade now. To Nakato, Kalerwe is Unfortunately for the market women, they do not
the place where she has raised all have the privileges available in formal employment
her three children.
like maternity leave. After birth, most of the market

D

women are in a rush to get back to the market since
However, this may come to an end as the market they are expected to pay their market stall dues
leaders issued a notice forbidding the market women whether they are working or not, as long they have
entrepreneurs from taking their children along with property in the market.
them to work.
The big question is; if the Parliament of Uganda has
Most market women, like Nakato are against it, a nursery/day care for children, why then, wouldn’t
arguing that it is against their rights. And with this, the market women have the same provision?
they did not put down their guns. Gorreti Nanyonjo,
a pregnant woman who was worried about where With this background, IST interviewed
she would raise her yet-to-be born child, led the different market leaders and district
women to KCCA and reported the matter to the head
officials on their views about children
of markets. They had gathered all the evidence of the
notices which had been put up by the leaders and being in the market and this is what
also had recordings of the leaders asking them to they had to say;
leave the market.
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Kaaka Hussein, CDO Iganga
“As the authority, we have been relaxing on the issue
of children. By law, children are not supposed to be in
the markets quoting the archaic Market Act of 1942.
This is not negotiable. If the market in its current
status lacks basic hygiene standards and puts lives
of adults at healthy risks, how about the children?
The structures of the market are not favorable. The
pathways are not well aligned and structured. Having
children in this set up will expose them to accidents
by luggage carriers and so many other things.
What we are doing is; We have recruited a probation
officer to handle issues of children and families. We
are going to make sure we get a gazetted area for
children in Iganga market just the same way the
government did in Jinja market. We have to work
together with the leaders of the market to implement
the existing laws.”

Tanaziraba Elvis, Chairperson
Iganga central market
“According to my own opinion, I think we should not
allow children in the market. Reason being; when you
allow children in the market, mothers don’t take care
of them making the market disorganized with noise,
crying, urinating and defecating all over the place.
Sometimes, careless mothers throw faecal content
in the garbage which makes the work for garbage
collectors difficult and puts the health of people at
risk. Having children in the market too puts them
at a risk of child labour. More so, there are parents
who are stubborn about taking children at school
and instead train their children to participate in their
business and make them forget about education yet
education is more important.
I suggest, If we must have children in the market,
this is what we can do;
They should be children of age. For example, day
one to three months they are not a problem in the
market and then old ones should go to school.
We should contact the government to provide
modern markets which have day care to improve on
taking care of underage kids. (1 to 3months).”
For a solution, IST is looking for well-wishers and
partners to support to create and have spaces for
children in Kalerwe market.

Market women seeking guidance at IST
after being banned

A market woman talks to the media
about banning children from the market
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BREAKING
BARRIERS TO THRIVE IN BUSINESS
It was revealed that
9.2% of the market
women did not attain
any education

W

The unstoppable Justin airing out issues
during a meeting with leaders
hen
one

It is easy to think that the market
women went to business school to
learn how to manage and conduct
their business in the markets. The
fact remains that many of these
market women entrepreneurs
have attained little or no formal
enters Kalerwe market, they education in business management
cannot help but marvel at the or customer retention. The biggest
customer
care
relationship, question however is, “How do the
display of products, the art of market women survive and keep
marketing and branding products their business afloat with low
that market women use on their levels of education amidst the stiff
stalls.
competition in the markets?”
The secret to such questions is

6
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their dedication and love towards
work has kept them on a move to
find their survival in the markets.
Namata Justin, a market woman
entrepreneur in Kalerwe Freedom
Market confessed, “I did not go to
school because I dropped out to
get married. I joined the market,
acquired a stall, and began selling
passion fruit juice and other soft
drink beverages.”
According to Justin, it is tough to
do business when you are unable
to read and write but she has

a way of getting around that, “I
initiated policies that govern my
business and my customers know
that I do not sell juice on credit.
I have no book for keeping my
records because I can neither read
or write. Every day I make one
jerrycan of juice, when it is not
sold, I count it as a loss because it
won’t be sold the next day,” Justin
admitted

According to research conducted
in May 2019 by IST on “Access
to markets” by market women
entrepreneurs in 6 markets of
Nakawa, Kalerwe, Ntinda, Gulu
main, Cerealeno and Lacor,
markets in Kampala and Gulu
Districts respectively, reveals that
market women’s level of education
is still low. However, this does not
hinder them from running their
business as their daily source of

Market women’s branded products on display

income to fend for their families
and other related responsibilities.
It was revealed that 9.2% of the
market women did not attain any
education (no education), close
to 49% had primary education,
37.6% obtained education up
to secondary education and a
small number of (5.4%) had postsecondary and vocation education.
(IST profiling report 2019)

Justin shows off her customer care skills

Justin serves a glass of juice to a customer
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Rhie Maria, the ED KHF and Rita Atukwasa the IST ED
share a light moment

I

Korea spreads its wings
to Uganda

nstitute for Social Transformation in partnership
with Korea Hope Foundation (KHF) are working
together to fuel cooperative formation among
market women in the four markets in Kampala
and Gulu districts in Uganda. The market women
have started by forming groups to participate
in organized saving schemes with the aim of
forming vibrant cooperative unions.
This was shared during a visit to Nakawa and Kalerwe
markets in Kampala by the Executive Director of
KHF, Ms. Rhie Maria. During the visit, Rhie met the
market women of Nakawa and Kalerwe who shared
their aspirations, and challenges about their efforts
of forming cooperatives.

added that with increase in capital, they will be able
to increase their purchasing power to enable them to
begin supplying other markets with produce.
Rhie agreed that indeed forming a cooperative would
boost their finances and purchasing power but also
challenged them saying, “It is true that a cooperative
can not be done by one person, but, have you thought
about farming and buying from yourselves?”

Gorreti Nanyonjo, the chairperson for Kalerwe
Bivamuntuyo Market Women Cooperative Savings
and Credit Society noted that, “Our cooperative
group is planning to buy land to begin planting
tomatoes, cabbage and nakati to sell in the markets.”
The intent of the visit was to raise awareness of the Gorreti was quick to note that although the group
various areas of intervention in cooperative formation, is saving and dreaming big, there has been quite a
highlight the gaps that have been identified so far in number of challenges faced on this journey. She
cooperative formation and share knowledge on what reported that one of the members who was in charge
can be done to deal with the challenges being faced. of keeping the collected money ran away with it and
Catherine Namiri, a market woman in Nakawa said this sent fear waves amongst the cooperators and
that the main reason for embracing cooperative the other market women aspiring to join the group.
formation was to generate capital and get rid of Inability to read and write both English and the local
the money lenders and the high interest rates. She language by some of the market women was also

8
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cited as on of the biggest challenges.
The market women were advised to open a bank
account, have at least three signatories and a
loaning committee which carries out an audit at
least every month. This was pointed out as one
way of dealing with the issue of members running
away with money.
To improve the literacy levels of the market
women, IST pledged to conduct adult literacy
classes and English sessions for the market
women to improve communication with different
stakeholders and facilitate understanding of the
different cooperative concepts among the market
women

Kalerwe market women share the challenges they are
facing in cooperative formtion

Lessons from Korea
During the visit, Rhie revealed that Korea has big
cooperatives with over 300, 000 people in one
cooperative. She also added that this cooperative
is made up of both farmers and sellers/buyers.
“The cooperative is divided into two groups;
farmers and buyers/sellers. By the time a farmer
is harvesting their produce, there is always
someone waiting to buy the produce and sell it to
the markets.” Rhie added.
With the unending challenges in the agricultural
sector especially the pests and diseases that
affect crops, Rhie encouraged the market
women to practice organic farming, “There
are ways of growing crops/vegetables without
using chemicals. One can use neem trees to
prevent worms from destroying the gardens.”
She emphasized that using chemicals to grow
vegetables sometimes spoils the soils and makes
it hard to make big harvests.

Rhie shares cooperative stories from Korea with
Nakawa market women

Key Promise
Korea Hope Foundation in partnership with IST
is implementing a one year project entitled,
“Cooperative Formation for Market women
Entrepreneurs” which focuses on mobilization,
formation, training in co-operative formation and
management, conflict management and group
dynamics and mentorship in the best business
practices and leadership participation.

Akello Jane Florence, a market woman in Nakawa
talks about their achievements so far
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Spinning the
cooperative wheel
in markets
On 2nd July 2019, Institute for Social Transformation (IST)
reached one of the beneficiaries from Nakawa market
for an interview to share her experience. The interview
was conducted by Atuhaire Shinah, a volunteer in the
Communication department at IST.

A market woman seeks clarity on cooperative
concepts during the training

Good Afternoon Catherine,
please briefly tell us about
yourself?
My name is Nanzige Catherine, an Executive
committee member Nakawa Market as well as a
Chairperson of the Cooperative Women’s group of
Nakawa Market Women Entrepreneurs Cooperative
Savings and Credit Society.

10
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What inspired you to conduct a
Cooperative training?

Well, in the beginning, my friend Akello Jane Florence
and I were selected by IST to go and attend training
on leadership for change from the national college
of cooperative Kigumba with support from IST and
WE EFFECT. Akello and I were trained, graduated and
also received certificates. When I returned back, I
requested for a chance to train and share cooperative
formation knowledge and management skills with
my fellow market women.

Tell us about your experience
in training the market women
entrepreneurs?
It was a very interesting experience, 80% of the
market women responded positively and were ready
to learn. The main aim of the training was to mobilize
the market women to form cooperatives and start
saving to meet their financial needs.
I started with Kalerwe Market and it was a
successful training since market women cooperated
, participated and managed to form cooperative
groups and early this year, Kalerwe participants
has registered their cooperative group as well. For
Nakawa Market, market women were trained, some
joined the Nakawa Market Co-operative Savings
Society and now they are saving with us. In these
groups, i have also learnt on how to work together
as one group, two people working together have a
better chance of solving a problem than one person.
During the training sessions, i shared with market
women the nature and benefits of cooperatives, that
the policies approved by the members to work for
the sustainable development of their communities
and families.

How much have you achieved
from your position as the
Chairperson of the Nakawa
Market Entrepreneurs
Cooperative Savings and Credit
Society?
After the training, about 60% of the trained market
women formed groups. For instance, Kalerwe market
women have been able to form their cooperative
saving group and in Nakawa, the market women
joined the one that we had already created. I am
happy that all these groups are very active, though
a few of them are being laid back because of the
various businesses they operate and the problems
that are associated with them. In cases when there
is scarcity of goods and products, and limited access
to purchase the products, women are unable to save.

Have you realized a noticeable
impact?
Ever since, these cooperatives came into existence,
I have realized a very big impact. With support from
IST, women’s groups have been empowered to access
new opportunities within and outside the market
sector, make choices that improve their lives, their
families and businesses. There has been a renewed
confidence among the market women to participate
in leadership.
We now hold elections at group and cooperative
levels where a group representative I selected, an
indicator that we women are now more prepared
and ready to accept leadership responsibilities.

Catherine and Florence sharing roles during the
cooperative training

Also, from my experience I have witnessed an increase
in savings and income that has helped most of the
market women to meet their immediate household
needs such as paying bills, school fees and alleviated
the family from poverty.
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Besides, co-operative training,
how else have you engaged
with the market women?
I have been able to encourage and inspire my fellow
market women during other trainings such as business
and financial management, gender and inequality,
leadership trainings, on how they can manage their
businesses and be their own voice. When IST is doing
these trainings, I am usually invited to conduct peerto-peer talks with the market women.

What are your future plans, do
you plan to keep on training?
The training has laid for me ground to conduct
trainings in future. I intend to keep participating
in the training and making sure that our issues as
market women have been raised and addressed
since cooperative formation gives us a chance for
having one collective voice. I want to go on and
pursue a master’s degree from Makerere University
to acquire more knowledge. Am planning to become
a consultant as I share my expertise and knowledge
so that we can attain

“There has been a renewed
confidence among
the market women to
participate in Leadership.
We now hold elections at
group and cooperative
levels where a group
representative is elected, an
indicator that we women
are now more prepared and
ready to accept leadership
responsibilities.”

Catherine leads the market women through an energizer
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to participate in the drive for women

I

nstitute for Social Transformation (IST) is a non- market men and women are talking honestly and
governmental organisation that promotes negotiating openly, with a shared understanding.
a more just and inclusive approaches to
development in selected markets of Gulu,
Kampala, Iganga and Busia. IST since 2015 has
embarked on empowering women especially
the market women through conducting
“If these men are engaged during
trainings and mentorships by addressing the root
causes of poverty, gender inequality and poor
the trainings from time to time,
leadership. One of the key barriers to market
they will get to understand that
women’s empowerment process has been the
patriarchal cultural norms existing in the markets.
actually we are not being taught
Men have continuously excluded women in various
areas in the market and have continued to negate
the role of women in the growth and development
in the market. In most of the markets, it is evident
that the men take up not only the strategic
leadership positions but also locations, mostly
close to the entrance or major pathways where
they are easily accessed by customers.

on how to disrespect and over rule
them but working together for a
safe market that benefits all of us,
not just men.”
Evelyn suggested.

It is because of this exclusion that IST has designed
conversation circles with the men in order to The Women’s Business Council 2013 report revealed
change their perceptions about women to promote that equal participation helps to champion gender
fairness and a gender responsive market space.
equality and equity in the workplace through
modelling inclusive behaviours; ensuring greater
While speaking to Ms. Evelyn Wasswa a market
entrepreneur in Nakawa market, she revealed that
most of the men in Nakawa market have a high representation of women at all levels; and speaking
sense of entitlement and are always assuming the out against behaviours that are not consistent with
important positions in the market.
an inclusive culture.
She said, “In our homes, families and the market,
men think that they are meant to dominate
household decisions. A woman has no right to
say anything when the man has decided.” As a
result, market women have advocated for the
involvement of men in order to change the men’s
attitudes and create lasting improvements where

Mohammed Kasule, a business retailer in Nakawa
market said, “Much as men are in positions of
power and leadership, they do not have knowledge
about gender responsive leadership.” He also
agreed that men in markets need sensitization on
issues of gender equality and inclusion of women
in decision making processes.
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A market man shares his story about gender inequality during male conversation circles
“So we call upon the government and organizations
to also give us a chance to engage maybe through the
creation of male champions that can advocate peace
at workplaces and families.
We are willing to join; time does not matter as longer
we are given a chance.” He noted.
Rita Atukwasa, the Executive Director of IST said that
the importance of having male conversation circles
is to show and confirm the fact that market women
have potential and valid dreams. In addition, having
gender progressive males will help to achieve gender
equality in the markets.
However, male engagement remains an issue for
discussion; either to be used for women wholistic
empowerment to be achieved or, for creating
another form of modern patriarchal system. For real
change to happen and to bring about lasting social
and cultural changes, everybody has to acknowledge
and understand that better for women means better
for all.

14
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Market men converge in groups to discuss the
different forms of violence in markets

We have moved!
It is with great pleasure that we would like to inform
you that on 24th April 2019, Institute for Social
Transformation relocated to new office premises.

Our new premises are at;
Plot255, Ssebowa Road, Kiwatule,
P.O. Box 24620, Kampala.
Our contact numbers have not changed. We can still be reached on
Tel: +256 414 665496/+256 772 415 236 and our contact email address is still
isocialtransformation32@gmail.com.
The new location is a landmark in our history. It is a symbol of growth and
innovation for IST. Our old office served us well, and we made great memories there,
and we are more excited about our new space.
Please contact us with any questions you may have concerning our new location. We
look forward to continuing to work with you at our new address.

OUR PARTNERS
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